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“I want it big. I want it rustic - Really big!” Ron Veach, the owner of Tuscany Homes
was talking my language: big, strong, sturdy, and stout. I knew the project was going to
be fun. We had preliminary plans and a short, clear description of the style Ron and his
wife Nicole wanted. Also, Ron offered to pay for the project up front! As you can
imagine, experiencing this kind of trust from client is very gratifying. It also gives the
client a better deal!
Before I share with you the details of how Ron and Nicole's timber design evolved,
I'm going to ask you to stop and visualize what you would define as a perfect great room
or gathering room for your special occasions. This is one reason the Veach Home was
chosen for this winter issue: the warm magnetic feel of the great room and living area.
Especially when you will be spending more time indoors with friends and family!

generous
Ron and Nicole’s success on this home was the result of good long-term planning
with Tuscany homes as well as other businesses. They had bought and sold a few
homes before discovering hybrid timber framing. The stage was set to come up with
some creative timber options which would meet the ATF criteria: great aesthetics,
wow factor, balance, big picture consistency, and client delight! With a hefty
“design deposit”, ATF Designer Leo Koskiniemi and I were able to start the process to
create a meaningful impact on the atmosphere of Ron and Nicole's home.
continued on Page 2
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g continued
I Want It Big...
Continued from Page 1 >>>
When you bring your plans to us, your
design will follow the same process we used
for Ron Veach. The process typically unfolds
by pitting design possibilities, build ability,
and budget against each other. As you can
imagine, all three of these criteria jockey to
be on the front burner!
First is brainstorming: How many areas
of your home will have timber elements?
During our initial meeting we discussed the
areas where timbers were to be
incorporated with conventional building,
also known as hybrid timber framing.
Questions to expect: On a 10 point scale,
with 10 being the most rustic, where do your
tastes lie? What would look good in the
areas to be timber framed? How do you want
your space to feel? When you experience
our methodology to elicit your unique style,
you will know you are getting something
which goes beyond short-term happiness.
Second are design/build
considerations: How will it be built? Is it
cost-prohibitive? Here we are thinking about
the beam erection process, joinery,
transportation, and engineering, such as
beam spans and tension loads. Sometimes,
the design which fits the client's style the
best mandates a more expensive solution.
This is always worth the extra investment,
because you get to enjoy the accumulated
payoff for such a long period of time. It also
results in higher resale value.
Third are the big picture aesthetics and
flow: Is this consistent with the overall
theme you are trying to achieve? Here we
review the entire project. Transition areas
are addressed to avoid unintended and
abrupt changes. We also compare our
designs with the history timber framing gives
us: every timber must have a visual purpose
and follow
building logic.
In Ron
and Nicole's
case, Leo and I
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A hybrid timber/conventional framing home.
knew the desired budget and style. We were also clear on where traditional
framing would transition to timber framed construction. The front entry and
back porch proved to be the design epicenter. These two areas influenced
the designs in the foyer, great room, kitchen, game room, game room entry,
garage roofs, and mantels. The back porch was an issue of span and lateral
bracing, while the front entry was a question of balance. We didn’t want
something that was awkward and tall. We had to specifically address this
problem because of the small footprint and high roof line of the entry.
Perhaps because Ron and I have known each other for so long, the
first design rendition “Nailed it!” Upon seeing the 3-D model, Ron slowly
nodded and said, “That's it, that's good!” Of course there were minor tweaks
here and there, but the major theme was locked in. If your process happens
to take a few more turns, think of it as that much more enjoyment and
possibilities to explore!
We proceeded with the engineering and fabrication. All went smoothly
except for one mistake – the truss arches were cut to the wrong radius and
formed a slight cathedral arch at the center of the truss rather than a true

Large beams and posts create a rustic feel.

Featured Project
A small correction
during construction shows
the ATF attention to detail.

In a competitor’s
product, beams meet in
a cathedral arch

Tapio Family Home

Correct: beams meet
in a true arch

arch. After thinking on it for a few hours, I ordered new timbers. The trusses
were reassembled with the correct arches in place. This is an example of the
attention to detail we are committed to here at ATF. I just knew we had to
correct that mistake, even if it was not noticeable. I am still happy we made
that decision!
All in all, this project deserves an “A” grade. Not because we at ATF were
perfect, but because we were persistent in looking out for our client from the
beginning to the completion of his project. Which is why we are comfortable
giving you the ATF guarantee: “Get Your Timber Dream… And Enjoy The
Process!”
We wish you a stress-free process in pursuing the timber living you
desire, knowing that when the time is right for you, we will definitely talk. We
also would like to extend our stress-free wish to you during your winter
holidays! May you have a warm and happy Christmas!
To your momentum and success,

Bert Sarkkinen, Owner
P.S. Remember when you visualized your own gathering space? Give
yourself a few more details: Who will you invite over for the first party? How
many family gatherings would you expect in the first year? What are you
going to do in the next six months to move your project closer to reality? -Bert

www.ArrowTimber.com

I have often categorized this home as a
Bungalow… Which is rather strange
because it has more than 4000 ft.².
You will find inspirational living space, a
large garage, and expansive back deck.
Notice that cozy
compact entry and
foyer. The soft green
walls and interior
decorating choices
influence the style.
Taken together, this
spacious home feels
w a r m
a n d
compact… Like a
bungalow.
Here you can see how the great room
opens up to create ample "breathing" room
for hosting
any activities
involving a
larger group
of people.
This was
accomplishe
d using a
concept the
architect
c a l l e d
compress
and release.
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Green Heating
The Smile Express

Happiness Is...

Masonry Heaters
Built Green Tough!
With Stan Homola and Mastercraft Masonry

Do you have a memory of a fun activity
you often shared with family? The
chances are you actually did these
activities less than you remember. My
youngest daughter remembers “always”
getting backpack bicycle rides to go buy
candy when she was three… We did this
twice! Do we construct these exaggerated
memories because of feelings we want to
hang on to? We tend to remember things
done together, events, and traditions
more than items or belongings. Key point:
Get your timber living dream constructed
and start creating memories with your
friends and family!

…a shared experience.
Your Referrals Speak Volumes!
...and are GREATLY appreciated.
When you refer friends and acquaintances to
ATF, make sure they remember to mention
your name! They get to skip the screening
process... and yes, we screen clients. You are
the cream of the crop! Plus, we want know
where to send thanks... do you prefer coffee or
sweets?
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As you know, I have
been on the record as an
advocate for sustainable
green building. To me,
sustainable means money
savings, energy savings,
and headache-free
longevity. In other words, it
has to make sense!
Let me introduce you
to someone who can give
you a sustainable green
system to heat your home
with soft radiant heat.
Mastercraft Masonry is a
small, family-owned
construction company
located in Woodland, WA.
Masonry heaters are effecient
In business since 1974,
and time-tested.
Mastercraft Masonry is
committed to delivering only the highest quality masonry installation and
service professionalism. Mastercraft has installed over 130 HighEfficiency Masonry Heater fireplaces in homes around the Pacific
Northwest! Owner Stan Homola was developing and producing highefficiency masonry heaters way before “green” became a marketing
buzzword. Let’s hear what he has to say!

Masonry Heaters: A High-Efficiency Upgrade
You've heard of compact fluorescent light bulbs and LED lighting.
High efficiency washing machines, trucks with variable valve timing, and
cylinder shutoff. What about fireplaces? Are there any ways these can be
as efficient as the rest of today's products?
A masonry heater is simply a fireplace which channels the
smoke through a maze of stone or brick to capture and save the
maximum amount of heat from a short, hot fire. Mastercraft Masonry
designs their firebox to burn at peak temperatures of 1700 to 2000
degrees Fahrenheit. This benefit greatly reduces particulate emissions
as compared to other wood-burning fireplaces or woodstoves.

Here are some examples of customers
using the efficiency of Masonry Heaters:
K e r r y a n d L e i l a H o m o l a o f A m b o y,
Washington contemplated installing a
Masonry Heater in the basement of their
2,000 square foot home. They decided to, and
also installed a water heating coil along with
the high-efficiency fireplace. Their heat pump
hardly ever kicks on even in the coldest winter
days, and they have spent as little as $75 on
their entire electric bill for one month!
Art and Lissa Halberg of Amboy, Washington
wondered if it would make sense to install a
Masonry Heater in the basement of their
home. Did it ever! They realized that they can
heat their home almost entirely with the
basement fireplace, and heat water for a
family of ten as well!
Mastercraft Masonry Heaters are designed for efficient heating.
These fireplaces burn firewood in the most efficient way possible.
The Masonry Heater simply extracts much more heat from their firewood
than any other similar fireplace in the market today! You can reduce your
cordwood consumption by as much as 70% in a heating season by
installing one of these fireplaces. Most Masonry Heater owners will use
three cords of dry, seasoned firewood per season, in a home heated daily
with their Masonry Heater. The best part about these fireplace is the gentle,
slow releasing radiant heat – the morning after the fire was burned!

John and Joanne Ek of Battle Ground,
Washington wanted to have Mastercraft
Masonry install a masonry heater in their
home. John, a mason of 20+ years, could
install the brick facing himself. Mastercraft
installed the core for them with a water
heating coil. John figures it saves him around
$100 per month in water heating savings!

Efficiency. This one word describes the contra-flow system. When
heat gases are forced 6 feet downward, they absorb into the masonry mass
at a much greater rate than a regular fireplaces' single upward flue. Many
wood-burning fireplaces are simply wasting heat out the chimney! Not so
with the High Efficiency Masonry Heater. One fire is sufficient to heat 2,000
to 3,000 square feet for 24 hours in the form of gentle, radiant heat.
Despite being popular choices, brick and stone aren't the only
options for facing Masonry Heaters. Mastercraft has also imported finished
soapstone and hardware to build some unique modern heaters, which can
also function as ovens. Plaster finish can give a contemporary look. One
recent project even incorporated recycled brick. There is a Mastercraft
masonry heater to fit any decor.
continued on Page 6

Masonry heaters can be faced with a
variety of materials, including cultured stone.
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Special
Offer
p
There is no question that Masonry
Heaters burn smarter, more
efficiently, and greener than any
other masonry-based fireplace on
the market today. No fireplace
company can come close to selling a
product that can heat their home for
24 hours from 40-50 lbs. of
seasoned firewood.

I remember the almost intolerable anticipation
of Christmas, up till about age 10. My brother
and I once tried to figure out how to extend the
gift opening, since it was over so fast! What we
did not understand was that the anticipation
was the lion’s share of the fun – which doesn't
change just because we become adults! Your
and my goals and planning are similar to the
happiness of a child at Christmas time - we
substitute the agonizing anticipation with
mature patience and expectations.

Special Offer
Our gift to you this holiday season:
A Timber Framed Mantel!

Recycled brick is a green
choice for masonry veneer.

For a limited time, take advantage of this
special offer from ATF:

70% off your timber framed mantle!

when you pick Mastercraft Masonry to build
your masonry heater!
Total discount not to exceed $1450

Be sure to call soon - this offer is limited to
the first THREE customers to respond.
Call 360-687-1868 or email
support@arrowtimber.com right away!
Offer expires March 1st, 2014
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These fireplaces can be
outfitted with baking ovens, water
heating coils, and heated benches,
allowing you to save substantially on
your utility bills! The Masonry Heater
fireplace will change the way you
heat your home! View photos of
Masonry Heater installations on
their website at:
www.mastercraftmasonry.net

Masonry heaters are a sustainable, green option which has stood
the test of time. So it is easy for me to recommend Mastercraft masonry.
Stan has also agreed to give ATF members a tour of completed
masonry heaters. Call 360921-3542 and let him know
you are interested in the
ATF perks. And to sweeten
the deal, we’ll build your
mantel as a gift! (See details
in sidebar.) A masonry
heater could become the
centerpiece of a warm,
inviting room for your family
to gather in on these chilly
winter days.
To your momentum and
success,

Bert Sarkkinen, Owner

Mastercraft masonry heaters
burn firewood cleanly and efficiently.
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Our Philosophy
People want things which reflect their personality.
People want an enjoyable process with a mutual exchange.
People want teamwork, transparency, and creative solutions.
I experience this over and over in the course of a year, not only when
clients view albums or 3-D models in my office, but especially so
immediately after the completion of their timber structure. Appreciative
head nods and slow smiles have almost become a trademark!
I fell in love with the timber framing craft in 2002 and I still feel just as
privileged and enthused. Many, many, personalized structures have been
created since then. In fact, my passion, artistry, and repertoire of creative
solutions have all grown dramatically… I sometimes wonder if it is simply
something to do with rising to challenges and building upon success.
You probably agree that exposed beams provide geometric beauty
and resonate deep within our psyche… The style brings to mind durability,
longevity, safety, laughter, smiles, and home to many warm feelings.

The question: What is the best way for you
to acquire your personalized timber living?
Not too much, not too little. Not too high, not too low. Just the right mix
of timber presence and style… How to find that sweet spot which you can
enjoy for years and pass on to your heirs. It's really about enriching the
lives of those around you and sharing your unique personality and
viewpoints with them.

The answer: Arrow Timber’s guaranteed pain-free
timber living acquisition process
I think the culture of mass-produced, one-size-fits-all merchandise is
a happiness drain for far too many people. It is better to have a targeted life
with purpose, than acquiring a lot of mediocre things for the sake of having
them. Too much waste, clutter and frustration, I say. It is much better to
emphasize and display your values with purposeful choices. And if you
can acquire those choices and avoid the taint of painful experiences,
consider yourself a winner! Which is why I guarantee not only the
personalized artistry we create, but also the process by which it is created!
Seek out and choose, therefore, things that will evoke head nods and
slow smiles. Things which resonate with your personality. Things that do
not grow old or boring with the passage of time. You will not regret it.

Recommended Reading
from the Arrow Team
Timber Frame Joinery and Design is
published by the Timber Framers Guild. It is
compiled information and opinions from
m a n y d i ff e r e n t
members of the
Guild, of which I
am proud to be a
member. You get
chapters on
d e s i g n ,
engineering,
joinery, enclosure
systems, and a
chapter which
introduces traditional Chinese, Japanese
and German timber framing.
Grade : A+

Fables of Fortune
by Richard Watts
Author Richard
Watts, advisor to
the richest families
in America, takes
you into the world
o f t h e w e a l t h y,
revealing the reality
of being super-rich
and the unvoidable
complications
money brings. Pulling back the brocade
curtain, Watts reveals the emotional grit
behind the million-dollar glitz. After reading
Fables of Fortune, it may be easier for you to
nurture and cherish the important things in
life!
Grade : A+

To your goals, momentum, and success,
Bert Sarkkinen, Owner
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